
Want a water tight vacuum sealing dust cover for your 4” API fuel loading 

adapter?  Look no further than the Fjord Aviation Products DC 4.100.  This 

cover is designed to lap over the locking edge of the API adapter, not just 

cover the end part, thus securely and snugly fitting over the valve head surface 

creating a “seal tight” effect - keeping air, water and dirt from entering your 

fuel system. 

As for durability the DC 4.100 is made of a high impact absorbing urethane 

polymer which is chemical resistant, flame retardant and temperature resistant 

from -2° to 200°F.  It is non-metallic and meets or exceeds FAA and Military 

standards for protection and standard sealing.  So whether the 4” API fuel 

loading adapter is in the hydrant pit, on a fuel truck or at the loading rack this 

is the answer to keep water and dirt from entering your fuel system (when not 

in use or even during flow testing).  

Due to the different locations where these 4” API fuel loading adapters can be 

used, it is recommended that these covers be regularly inspected for softening 

or the beginning stages of melting and if such should start to occur then it is 

time to replace the dust cover. 
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Prevent air, water, dirt or other contaminant intrusion into your aviation fuel 

system with the DC 4.100 and help maintain clean dry fuel. 
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More Information Here 

This part has recently become an extremely costly part to manufacture due to 
the “unique raw materials” used exclusively in the production of the DC 4.100. 
Effective immediately the DC 4.100 pricing will only be available Upon Request. 
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